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Mr . Chairman, I realized when I accepted your kind invitation
that if I had anything to sell9 it had better be good - bTissourians are
not often taken in, I have 'nothing to sell - I sinrply wish to talk
about how Americans and Canadians do business with one another and how
ourfar-reaching relationships can be further impxoved and expanded in
the arresting circumstances of td-day d

It is not unusual for speakers from Canada, when invited to
address an audience in the United States, to reproach our American
riends for not taking a greater interest in their Northern neighbou r
for not knowing more about us beyond the fact that Canada is large,

,old, and populated for the most part with scarlet coated mounted
,olicemen and speckled trout and for the rest with a friendly people who
are not given to making revolutions or causing other kinds of trouble .
In one sense, Canadians may regard this lack of interest as a compliment,
for in the life of a nation as in that of man a thousand good deeds are
soon forgotten . But it is not always an advantage to be taken fo r
ranted, At times it is a definite disadvantage . When difficulties do
arise and the co-operation of our friends is needed, we are sometimes
rebuked with that "not you too" attitude .

The reverse is not true, The average Canadian knows a great
eal about your country, He buys your products ; reads your newspapers ;
saes your films ; listens to your music ; takes as much interest in a
rorld series as Tou do and knows your leading public figures and their
.olicies . In brief ;'he partakes deeply of almost every aspect of your
"Jltural, political and economic life . Perhaps the fault lies with us,
,e may be too reticent and retiring, too silent about ourselves . We
are never too old to learn, and perhaps now is a good time,to' .begin,

In atleast some respects, Canada is the most important foreign
Country as far as United States interests are concerned, The total trade
Detween the United States and Canada exceeds that between any other two
~ountries in the world . Your trade with Canada virtually equals in value
,hat of your trade with the United Kingdom, France, China and Russia
"ombined . You sold to Canada during 1947 two billion dollars worth of
31Ports, more than your combined exporta to your next two biçgest customers,
Zdmuch more than the combined exports to your three largest Latin-
'~zerican markets, Yleaico, Brazil and Argentina . Over 75 per cent of
'anada°s total import requirements came from the United States during
94?• During the same year, you purchased from Canada no less than a
'illion dolla3•st worth of goods, 40 per cent of our total exports, and
'-ach more than the combined total from your two next best sources of
`~pply . It is significant to note that Canada with only 12-~- millio n
~?0ple Purchases twice as much from the IIoS,A . as your 145 million people
.uchase from Canada . Herein lies the nub of the balance of pa~ments
ifficulties Canada finds herself in to-day,



Under the surface of these trade statistics lies the most
essential and fundamental feature of economic relations between the
U .S .A. and Canadae Our economiess .though in some respects eompetitive,,
are largely complementary and mutually interdependent . We rely on the
United States for vital industrial materials, machinery and manufactured
goods, such as coal, oil, cotton, steel, machine toolso By the same
token, your country is highly dependent on Canada for such basic
essentials as newsprint, :wood-pulp, lumber, nickel and asbestos, Be-'.`
lieving with confidence that supplies would not . arbitrarily be cut off
during periods of shortages, we have been able to develop our pro-
duction on the basis of economic co-operation rather than of autarchy,
We have thus extended the field of specialization and thereby en-
hanced the standard of .liv3ng of our peoples« We have not been driven
to attempt lines of production which, .though technically possible,
could only be produced at much higher real cost- ._ ; .,- _ ._-

Investment, like trade, has acted as a powerful economic link
between our countries, United-States investments in Canada excee d
5 billion, roughly 70 per cent of total foreign investments in Canada --
more than your total investments in Central and South America eombined, .
These investments, from the point of view of safety, security and re-
turns have been by long. odds your best foreign hoZding . You are currently
receiving interest and dividends at the rate of 2 75 million a,years al

l in cold hard U.S. dollars ; nor does this figure exhaust your return s
from Canadian holdings, The flow of investment capital, . across our border
has been a two-way movement . It would probably surprise you to know that
Canadian, investments in your country .on a per capita basis are considerably
greater th.an .your,investments in Canada .

~ .~ . . . ~ . •~ , . •- _ 7- . ~ .-- . . . ~ . . . , , ~ . . .

There are many other aspects of economic relations between
our countries which are equally impressivee .I know I need not labour
the point . - I have said enough to indicate that our economic inter-relations
are vast and vital . They are .being conducted in a most friendly and co-
operative manner. , They have served to enhance the welfare and, prosperit y
of both .countries. . . . . . _ - , . . , t: 11 . ;. , " ,

,
.
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Our relations in the past have not always been as happy as they
are to-day, We did not come by them easily . It took one war to teach
us the wisdom of living in peace but that was as long ago as 1813 . It
took us mach-longer to learn the meaning of effective co-operation in
the economic field . - As recently as, the early thirties both our countrie s
implemented policies which virtually amounted to .trade rrarfareo - ;
Beggar-thy-neighbour policies as typified by these prohibitive and dis-
criminatory trade barriers did much harm to both countries. The mutually
advantageous trade agreements of 1935 and 1938 enacted under the Hull
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act, reduced tariffs in a sensible a ►anner and
made possible a great recovery in trade between Canada and the United
States .

The genius of our two peoples is .best applied in periods of
stress and adversity . . So it was during World War II .

An understanding on the question of defence reached at Cgden.burK

between your President and our Prime kinzster pointed to the need for co-
operation and integration on the economic plane . The Ogdensburg A~reeu~ert,
therefore, was soon followed in the economic field by the Hyde Far k
Declaration of April, 1941, which became the Charter of Canadian-Arnerican
economic co-operation during World War IIo The fundamental proposit .on

underlying the Declaration was that the United States and Canada in mob,-i :

ing the resources of North America should concentrate on those essential
goods which each was able to produce quickly. It assured that the e .onow

and military strength of the two countries would suffer no more than ,yag
absolutely necessary by reason of their being separate countries . It
recognized, at the same time, the importance of the closely related Tr'3r1~-

a
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of protecting the Canadian balance of payment
s~oSo A., ~hich was being subjected to ver Position vis-a-vis the

heavy shipment of war goods from Canada to theaalTliesssure by virtue of the
The impntationof the Hyde Park Declaration involved an entirely unprece
dentedlem-coeordination

ofthe
:economies of our two countries, contributed

i
benefits to both countries and expedited the successfulrterminationao

f
Aar a ~.

the ~

- The
:economic agreement announced at Hyde Park has never b

8

minated,
:• In May of 1945 your government proposed to our governmentthater-

the general principles of the Hyde Park declaration be continued on
sreczprocal basis in the post-4rar transitional period, The Canadian olly

nent concurred and 'an exchange of notes in Ma g ern- '
of the principle e-of the H de Par y 1945 confirmed the extension

'Y k Dealaration

, You may be asking yourselves why I have taken such great pain
s

ieans been limited to bilaterai arrangementso Your country as the strongen
ostand most powerful nation in the world, in co-operation with your friends and

allies, shouldered the responsibility of launching a number of international
nstitutions directed to the restoration of a multilateral trading an

d
finance systemo. • • .

tostress matters tvhich are largely of historical significance, There
'aprofound parallel between the problems, ls'

are now facing: both our esountries • °f the war and the probZems which '
o The material needs of oui' friends'and

allies for reconstruction are proving to be far greater than had been antici-
oatedo Contributions are being made today

.which are introducing'the samearessures and need for an i
.ntegrated effort ,iown to the balance of a The pai-allel is complete even

:he U4 S . Ao P Yment difficulties which Canada is facin
.g vis-a-vis

Canadian-American oo-operation~during and after the war has b

Y

As early as November 1942D the United States and Canada reached an'
agreement that looked forward to expanding their bilateral °o'-operation into
orld co-operatione They agreed that they would

g

"seek to furnish to the world concrete evidence of 'the 'wa s•
_which two neighbouring countries that have a long e

:eblueprints for the International Trade Organization which will g the

'ad .lea s e

x y ln
of friendly relations and a high degree of economicinter~o e
dependence, ,,, may promote b

a in-_ terest to the benefit of themselveseand othertcountrmieS M

This titanic p'rogramme is now almost
corsplete, A month a o t •ç~rld Conference at Havana produced the Havana Trade Charter and r

e

°~ethree cornerstones for the long-term restoration of a rationaP Pared
q^d exchange ~vorld . .

comPlet e

In all this work Canadian Delegations la,d tradfng
3"deffective role in reaching broad agreement, Since United gt an active
znada have worked so closely together in matters of bilateral intes and -
aaefound it cornparatively easy to

CO-operate in the multilaterales
P
ehe

r e
s wedinspire other oountries to do likewise o• . . .

Enlightened self-interest told us
➢ as it told you, that the mere

eation of international economic institutions would not sufffce to restore°e type of
trading w,orld and economic environment on

vh ich the welfare of"ah our nations dependso Durin g
the war we had believed it wise to furnish~alions of dollars of

r„ goods free of charge to the United Kingdom and our
er allies as direct gifts or as nutual aid, the Canadïan equiyalent of

In the closing stages of the war and the immediate post-
war

iod, we had c ontinued to play our full part b y contributions to militar
Elief, +o

to Post-UNRRA
. and to other forms of International reliefo

zsons are invidious and I am not making
this statement with a view tocomparisons or in any YJay to detract from

the truly magnificent
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contribution which your country has made and is making-to achieve world

recoveryo -I can say, however, that on a proportionate basis9 the aggregate

of Canada9a free contribution to other countries .during and since the war

ran to almost-three billion dollars and compares favourably with the con-
_

tribution,made by any other countryo - - -.

_
- -

The need for and wisdom of this contribution in wartime were

obviouso-: It seemed equally obvious to Canada at the end of the war that

immediate and large scale assistance to help in restoring the war-ravaQed

economies of Western Europe wa.s a necessary prerequisite to the creation .

of the conditiôns on which a multilateral world dependsd Since th e

termination of hostilities, therefore, Canada has, through loans and

credits, been carrying on a European recovery programme of her own .' Under

the Export Credits Insurance Act and the United Kingdom Financial Agreement ;

credits-in the amount of approximately $1,850 million were authorized for

the United Kingdom and countries of Western Europe and China . On a per

capita bas3S, or in relation to national income, such Canadian.contribution=.

to European recovery have not been equalled by those of .any other country,

A .comparable contribution by your country on the basis of relative popula=

tion.would have been over $22 billion and on the basis of relative national

income, which is a more appropriate basis, would have been over $33 billïon ,

Canada seeks no special praise for these measures, It was cer-
tainly in our long term interest to see recovery in those countries with

which w e have always carried on a .large and mutually profitable tradea and

with which wB:were so closely associated in our common struggle,- With worlc

developments as they have emerged, the fundamental .soundness of' our policy

has been clearl,y confirmed. - - - - - .- -

The facts I have presented to you concerning Canadian assistance

to European recovery are important in themselves . I hope that they will

serve to clear up some of the misunderstanding that has been revealed in

certain discussions of the relationship of Canada to the Marshall Flan, Th

main reason I have presented them, however, is because they are closely

related to the present Canadian dollar problem ,

Zn undertaking the extension of credits to Europe, we hoped that

our large dollar reserves, carefully nsed, would suffice to carry us throu :.

the post-war transitional period . Once some degree of normalcy had been

restored in the structure of world production and trade, we expected again
to be able to settle our international accounts via the traditional mechan•: =

of multilateral s ettlements, assuming, of course, that eurrency convertibi-

lity had been restored over a wide area of international transactions, At

the end of the war, we were able to look to our long term -interests in thi S

way, because our dollar reserves were then substantially greater than our

normal requirementso 4Ye were prepared to dip into our reserves to extend

assistance to T estern Europe as part of a far-seeing and sound post-war

programme . Events have shown that our hopes were too optimistiea Nearly

everybody, even the extreme pessimists, underestimated the degree of dis-

location and devastation which the war left in its wake, No one, moreove r .

made su£ficient allowance for certain adverse developments which have

materialized, As a eonsequence, the valiant efforts of the war-rava ged

economies, combined with extensive help from North America, .did not suffie

to produce recovery as quickly as we had hoped .

Mearn+hile, the reconversion from war to peace produetion in Cane

proceeded swiftly and smoothly . Employment and national income, consur~er

expenditures and capital investment reached peak levels never approached0E
lï

the past
. This resulted in an unprecedented demand for imports which,T

to the slowness of recovery in Europe, came largely from the U, S .

Acombinedwith the sharp rise in the price level in your country, meant a

more rapid depletion of reserves than would normally have oocurred .
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The Canadian exchange problem can thereforé be stated in terms
which every business man will appreciate, Te were buying on a huge scale

fromthé United States and paying cash for all our purchases, At the'same

time we vrere sellinh heavily on credit to the United kingdom and Western

Europe in order to help in the reconstruction of these economies~ A

decline in oui gold and Uo S, dollar reserves was inevitable -- they fell

from about ~1~ billion at the end of 1945 to ha'lf a billion by Novembere

i947, Obviously this decline could not be permitted to continueo On -

November 17g 1947a therefore9 the Canadian Government adopted a double~
pronged programme to halt the rapid depletion of our exchange reserve

s
and to correct the disequilibrium in our balance of payments position
vis-a-vis the dollar countries o

To achieve immediate results, a temporary programme of trade
restrictions was put into effect, The Importation into Canada of a long

list of consumers goods which we could readily spare was prohibiteda Quota

limitations were placed on a longer list of similar goodso Capital goods

imports were put on a permit basis, Canadians desiring to travel to the

jnited States for pleasure purposeswere 'limited to 150 U, S0 dollars per
gnnum, This action was not pleasant for our people : .__ it was not pleasant -'
for our American ffl°iends, It was adopted with great reluctance after every-

cossible alternative had been examinedo There was no other approach that .
would work, This negative and restrictive side of the programme will be
abandoned as soon as circumstances make it possible, Incidentally, I
should emphasize that these restrictions are not desif;ned -to have a pro-
;ective incidencee The Government to which I belong has issued clear
warning that it will in no way encourage uneconomic development of enter .
prises Yrhich will not be able to compete on a sound and lasting basis, 4Ye
are only interested in the expansion of efficiént production and the
cevelopment of resources that are indigenous to our economy, .-

On the positive side, the progr$eme has many ramificationsD all
ofthem directed to solving our dollar problem in a constructive way by

_ncreasing production end exports and thereby achievinP a better balance

_nour trade with the dollar countries, To the extent that the achieve-

eent of these objectives depend on wholly Canadian effortse I can assure

routhat effective and vigorous measures are already in operation ; We are
elso in contact with your government and carrying on continuous consultation
cnco~opera'tive measures to help solve the underlying ; difficulties and
fscilitate the earliest possible removal of the temporary restrictions ,

We believe that we can expand our exports to you substantially of
coinmodities which you need and rrant, You must, we believea be prepared to

inport on a much larger scale than you are presently importing, Unless that

is done, there can be no solution to our problems in a constructive and

expansionist manner, The Geneva Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, which i s
ncw being provisionally applied,, is a long step in the right directionA and
s:ould serve to facilitate the freer flow of trade between our countries,

Now, some of you have no doubt heard it sugcested that Canad as :*.ould depreciate her dollar as a method of correcting her present U, S ,
iollar deficiency, •1 should like to make the position of the Canadian Govern-
int quite clear on this matter, We have rejected currency depreciatio n
~oause Canada has not the kind of problem for which that is an appropriat e
Dr effective remedy, Currency depreciation may be helpful -to a country which

° in balance of payments difficulties because its costs and prices•are too

-,rhto enable it to coMpete effectively in world marketso ihere are un-

=cubtedly a number of c ountries in this position to-dayD but certainly not

4radao On the contrarya we have icept our costs relatively lawa and a t
Grrent rates of exchange our staple exports can be sold in the markets of

b°world in competition with any other country o

Too much attention should not be paid to the variations in the



unofficial market for the Canadian dollar in New York, This is a narro,a

market which is supplied by Americans r ►ho have obtained Canadian dollars
from the sale of Canadian investments -- dollars which we cannot afford

to transfer at the official rate
. The dollars purchased in this market

are limited in their use to one or two purposes and can only be purchased

by non-residentso Thereforea only a small fraction of the exchang e

transactions involving Canadian dollars goes through this unofficial market

and it is not surprising that it frequently reflects completely unfoundsd

rumours concerning possible depreciation of our dollar . The vast bulk of

our business vrith your country» including all imports and exports and all

other current transactions except part of your tourist expenditures in

Canada9 goes through at the official rate of exchangeo Every penny, for,

example, of the large interest and dividend payments whieh are made to

your investors is transferred at the official rate . Since the beginning

of the war and in spite of all the exchange difficulties that we had in

the early part of the war a vre have paid over $14 billion in interest and

dividends to your investors and we have paid every cent of it at the

official rateo U. S
. investors have had a remarkable record of safety and

satisfaction with their Canadian investmentso They have seen Canada face

temporary difficulties in the past and always take the'steps necessary tc

correct the situati
.ono Those vrho really know us are confident that we will

solve our problemsa g~e are proud of that confidence and we believe it t o

be soundly based o

There has been some confusion as to why Canada is in dollar

diffioulties . For examplea you may have heard the argument presented

that there is a parallel between the Canadian dollar shortage and th e

dollar shortages of the United IIingdom 'emd countries of ifestern Europe,

Actuallya they are similar in one respect only -~ that iso they all derive ;

from the basic disequilibrium in the balance of trade of the United States_

The differences are certainly more fundamental
. The essential roblem ;

in the United
.Kingdom and Europe is one of production and exports -- Car.ad . ;

has no suoh problem
. The expansion of industry and production in Canada j

during the vrar was phenomenalo That growth is still continuingo ~e are

experiencing no unemploymento --0n the contraryo there is a manpower shorta

Our national production is at the highest point in our history and is stii
:

growing . As a resultp we are exporting more than we are impc
. ting and we

have an over-all surplus in our current transactions with the rest of the Ï

worldo Our problem is merely one of balance with one part of the world,

and relatively simple and superficial compared with the difficulties of tne
j

rest of the-world o

Canada has taken a very serious interest in the Marshall pla n

since that historic day of the speech at Harvard almost a year ago, The

Canadian interest in the European Recovery Programme is mainly direct~here

the effeot it trill have in restoring health and soraualcy to Europe
o

can be no satisfactory solution of the long term Canadian problem inde=

pendently of a solution of the European problem, unless we are to suffer

serious shifts in our entire structure of production and trade and seriou=i

inroads in our standard of living
. Hence the Canadian stake in the

European Recovery Programne is a heavy oneo Of course, we are also inm

terested in the iumediate effeets the Programme will have in increasing

the international suFply of Uo S . dollars,
. It will mean that we can Oon~

f`tinue to ship essential food and material to Europe and receive paymEn
t

for a substantial portion in hard currencya This will enable us to p y

essential U. S
. imports without which our material contribution to Eur0Pp

3 onarid
reoovery would be seriouse~~ impaire . laus cyfurther '
to play our part in Europ Y xithout the need to impose

restrictions on our imports from the United Statesa

e ..
I have indieated earlier in iqy remarks the extent to which CN=

has contributed to European recoveryo I can only add no~r that Canad a itias,
continue to work for European recovery to the extent of her capac
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materinl and financial, l:ven if we eould, we would not want to sit back

'iii supply a large volume of goodsg foods such as wheat, grain and meat ;

an anount necessary to build up our present abnormallv low reserves . We

Tfestern hemisphere that the present ravaged and disrupted world looks for

central place in the world to-day, You emerged from World War II as a giant

can provide the leadership and the help that can make the world the sort o f

on our laurels and leave the rest to Uncle Sam . It is as much in our
interests as in yours to see Europe recover o

Canada will participate in the Marshall Plan in two ways . 1lŸe

basic raw materials such as lumber and base metals -- and to some extent,

manufactured goods such as agricultural implements, The supply of these

goods from Canada will serve to ease the pressure on the United States

economy . with respect to the financial side of our contribution, I

should like to give you an indication of the considerations involved and

the limitations imposed by the dollar exchange circumstances that we find
ourselves in . Broadly speaking, a country is able to give or lend abroad

the surplus of its current reeeipts over its current payments in inter-
national transactions . For short periods it is possible to increase this
figure to the extent that it can draw on its reserves of foreign exchange

and Qold, or to the extent that it is prepared to get into debt to
another foreign country . The present state of our reserves precludes the
extension of gifts or credits beyond our current account surplus -- less

cannot undertake more than is possible without impairing the health an d
stability of the Canadian economy, Any such impairment would certainly
not be in the best interests of your country or mine, It would add to the
problems of the Western world, not to help solve them ,

We live in confused and troublous times, Fear and suspicion

harass our every effort to establish peaceful and friendly relations be-
tween the nations of the world . In these critical times the relations
between Canada and the United States stand out uniquely as an example of

the mutual benefits that can be reaped if nations will learn to co-operate

and live together peaceably . Both our countries have been spared th e
direct ravages of war . In that good fortune we must not forget our friends

and allies who have been less fortunate . It is to the countries of the

material and spiritual sustenance . It is vital that we remain strong and
united, Never before in our history - not even during the darkest days of

YPorld War II - was there greater need for a combined, co-operative effort

to overcome the forces of evil and despair, violence and tyranny .

Canadians are realists, We reeognize and are proud of the

growing importance of our country in international affairs . But that

pride does not blind us to the simple truth that your country occupies a

among nations . In your hands rests the power and the means for world

leadership - and wi.th that power rests responsibility, The destitute and

the oppressed of the world look to you for leadership and support . No
other country can begin to do what you can do, Great Britain and Canada

can help -- but they eannot lead . Only the United States can lead the
urorld out of the sorry conditions which now prevail, Only the United States

place that your people and our people want to live in, Much depends on

your internal strength, economic stability and moral staminao Ffe who kno w
you well know that you are not unmindful of your responsibilities, We

know, with confidence, that you will accept the challenge with determina-
tion and vigour . On your response depends the welfare and freedom of man-

kind, You may rest assured that Canada will not lag behind .


